Love and Resurrection
Every once in awhile I’ll hear of a bishop who says something like: “No
rational, thinking person can believe in the resurrection.”
And I must say, every time I hear that, it practically takes my breath
away.
After all, isn’t it Paul, at the very beginning of it all, who says that if
Christ is not raised, then our faith is for nothing?
That, if he isn’t raised, we are simply fools, and rightful objects of pitiful
distain?
And yet in these modern times, we Christians seem to be in one of two
camps.
The first camp says we don’t believe in the bodily resurrection of Jesus
because science proves dead people stay dead.
And so we admire Jesus for his moral witness and we believe his soul
went up to God.
The second camp says that no matter what science says, God, from time
to time, will poke his finger into our affairs and perform a supernatural
miracle, which includes the bodily resurrection of Jesus.
But both of those camps make an assumption about God that is based
neither in the Jewish faith nor in early Christianity.
In fact, both camps reflect a very old world view, one that the Greeks
invented, which we rediscovered and embraced a few hundred years ago
— when the rise of science and so-called “objective thinking” gave us
what we now call “the Enlightenment.”

It’s a view of reality that says God (or the gods) (assuming God or the
gods exist) put things in motion, and then left us to our own devices.
It’s a view of reality that says between heaven and earth there is a
deep canyon which, during our life, is never crossed, except maybe for
that rare, supernatural, intervention.
This is a view we humans love of course, because it means we are in
control of our own destiny.
We get to make war as we see fit.
We get to control people, places and things, because, after all, God (or
the gods) left it all to us.
But that’s not our faith!
Our faith is in a good Creator who is constantly in the process of calling
all that is into being; One who creates us in the very image of the
Creator.
Our faith beckons us to meet the One who is so intimately connected
with us that he walks in the garden with our first parents.
Who leads his first people out of slavery through waters and desert.
Who, when the time is right, becomes one of us!
Lives with us!
Laughs with us!
Reminding us of who and what we are intended to be.
Who then dies at the hands of our addiction, our obsession, our
insistence, that we be in control.

That death occurred on Friday.
It’s Sunday morning now, and a question is posed, awaiting an answer:
Who wins?
God — or us?
And in the resurrection, the answer is: God wins.
Not through a supernatural intervention from some far away place, but
through the ever existing Source that holds all things together.
The resurrection is not an out of this world miracle as much as it is the
direct and natural consequence of the power of love.
That singular power which is the true Source of all that is.
The resurrection is God redeeming the old creation, transforming it into
what it was always intended to be: a place where love rules.
And so Jesus’ body is itself redeemed, the first fruit of this new,
restored, creation.
He bears the marks of his wounds, and yet he also appears and
disappears at will.
Meaning, that the scars and brokenness we encounter in this world are
healed and transformed, but never abandoned.
Love carries who we are into this new way of being.
And so he eats breakfast with his friends, then vanishes after breaking
bread with the disciples at Emmaus.

Which tells us that the banquet feast of God is not a spiritual
daydream, but a real meal, where real, yet transformed delights await
us.
The resurrection is a glimpse into the true nature of reality.
What is real is not us here and God far away, but God right here,
among us, revealing herself in the faces of the poor, the vulnerable, the
needy.
What is real is that heaven and earth, the sacred and the profane, the
holy and the ordinary, intersect, overlap, and are infused with each
other.
What is real is that the cosmic shift in the world occurred not during
the last few hundred years with the so-called Enlightenment.
The real cosmic shift occurred on Easter morning, when our true nature
and our true destiny is revealed.
On Easter morning, we learn again what it means to be made in the
image of God.
On the one hand, it means every human being carries within themselves
the spark of the divine.
But as importantly, it means we share in the task of the divine — to
encounter creation from the standpoint of love.
To care for the earth and each other.
To discover what we all of us know deep in our bones: that love and
service are the wellspring of life.
The philosopher says: “It is love that believes the resurrection.”

Not gooey, sentimental, subjective love.
But the love that is enchanted with, respectful of, and surrenders to
the joy of knowing and loving another — as they are, for who they are.
For the last few hundred years, love has been cut out of the text of our
universities, our businesses, our governments.
We have reduced it to marshmallow sweetness or banal Hallmark cards.
Yet love is the life force of creation!
How different from our current thinking, which sees reality as a cosmic
accident, the result of lucky chance, in which power and manipulation
and coercion are the coin of the realm.
How different from our social engineering that relegates so many to so
little in life, so that the few may enjoy wealth beyond measure.
If we finally recapture the significance of this day, if we open ourselves
to the vast power of love: of one another, of this planet, of ourselves as
beloved children of God, we can then be part of the unfolding new
creation that began that first Easter morning.
In these days of pandemic, while our secular gods of money and
entertainment are on the ropes, we have a chance to reclaim our true
character — and our true destiny.
We can create communities grounded in loving service, in accepting one
another as equally blessed children of the good Creator.
And when we do that, we can change the world!
So this Easter, take hold of your true self!

Recognize that the God who raises Jesus from the dead is the same God
who will one day raise you too!
This is the stone that the builders reject, which becomes the
cornerstone.
And what is the name of that rejected cornerstone?
Its name is love.
Love raises Jesus today.
Love raises you too.
Embrace it.
Learn from it.
Grow with it.
And when the time comes, die in it.
So that we all of us may rise again —- to a new and glorious life!
+amen

